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In this lesson, I will show you how to shading with watercoating pencils. I also added a video in which I show in detail all the techniques and the process of drawing illustration using these techniques. You will need: watercolor pencils, brushes and water, watercolor paper. Light sources make objects light up and create shadows. Shadows are darker next to the object. At the top you will see an example of a
shadow created by a single light source. The direction of the shadow depends on the position of the light source. At the bottom there is an example of several sources that affect the object yourself. Each object has a volume composed of curved lines. Reflections on these lines will help create a realistic color. In this case, I am painted with several layers: first I draw dry on dry, and then i get a pattern with a
brush. Once the staining has dried, I've added new layers with watercolor pencils. There are 6 possible techniques for shading with watercola pencils:1) dry on dry, since ordinary pencils (at the end I mixed the colors with a white pencil)2) watercolor first paint layer, then add shade with a dry pencil3) watercolor first layers, then add shadows with the help of cross incubation technique4) mix all the colors
together as ordinary pencils, then watercolor materials5) paint several layers of different colors: the water area of the layer and allow to dry , then add a new layer and allow to dry, and so on6) Mix similar colors + gray tones, then the water area of the result. In the video I show you every technique and I explain in detail how the shadows work, I've also added a complete illustration painted this way, so for
more details, please watch the video :) Posted by Aubrey Santana Journey in almost every corner of the world, I draw inspiration for my art from the people, food and traditions of many different cultures. Time to read: 9 min There's something magical about adding a smear of water to drawn lines and watching them turn into pictorial touches of colour. This is the beauty of watercoat pencils and so they are
popular with urban sketchers, art magazines, watercoaic artists and home craftsmen. So, if you're wondering what watercolor pencils are and what's so big in them, get ready, you'll love what they can do! Just like their cousin, a coloured pencil, these pencils also come in a far-reaching range of colours. And like colored pencils, they can be used for mixing and layering to create depth, size and detail.
Where they differ in that they are water sonic. When you touch with water, your mark dissipates into a soft stroke of colour. It's like creating a watercoalyic picture without paint! If you're thinking about trying watercolor pencils, don't hold back the number you're starting with. We recommend you get a bigger set to get the most value for your money and the most colors for your creativity, such as Professional
Watercolor Pencil Arteza – Set of 72. These premium pencils are all you need for project, knowing that you have bright colors right at hand. They are resistant to rupture and come in a comfortable tin, making them easy to take with you anywhere you choose to draw or draw. What supplies do I need? Since these pencils are activated by water, it is important to use thicker papers that can handle moisture
without buckles. For this reason, the paper density should be taken into account. The higher the density, the better, with the most professional aquarist using 90lb. (200 gsm) and above. TIP: The good rule of thumb is the more watery you draw, the higher the paper density you need. Another thing to think about when choosing paper is its texture. Both smooth and textured surfaces have their advantages,
depending on your approach and/or the look you're going for. To get the best of both worlds, we recommend the expert Arteza Watercolor Pads, 9x12, 32 sheets - a set of 2. Each page gives you a choice of smooth side and textured side. It comes in a handy glue-bound pad to keep your artwork together and protected from wear and tear. At 140lb. (300gsm), it's perfect for projects that use watercolor
pencils. So how do you apply water once you've drawn watercarian pencil? The best tool for this is a water brush. This brush has a barrel that can be filled with water to wet the marks to create blurred, smooth, transitional and thin clear lines. You use it just as you use a traditional thysly. Arteza water brush handles - Set of 6 comes with both subtle tips and a wide tip to produce different stroke sizes. Gum is
a handy tool to have, but not necessarily to get rid of the line. Gum can also be used to illuminate areas, lifting a small amount of color. If you need to erase the line while drawing, try not to be demolished too an elastic band or you can damage the paper. Consider using the Arteza Eraser pencil set, which has an elastic band at one end and a handy brush at the other to whip up abrasion without affecting
your artwork. This kit also comes with a sharpener to keep the tips of both your gum and pencils. TIP: Watercolor pencils do not work well in combination with conventional colored pencils or on canvas designed for acrylic and oil paintings. Getting started When you learn how to use watercolor pencils, you can get started by creating a sample chart. Draw a series of blocks. The color at the top of each block
in each color. Then mooth the brush handle, moving the color down the block to get a variant of the shades. Keep color charts nearby as a handy link. This exercise will help you familiarize yourself with all the colors in your set, as well as how they look both wet and dry. The techniques to try here are nine methods to try. By practicing them, you will familiar with different situations to confidently create your
own original art. Make dry strokes with a pencil on pre-soaked paper to see how the colour reacts. You will notice that they may appear brighter and lighter, while the line loses clarity. Try try first pencil in water, and then make marks with it. While the first technique may have been more vivid, this approach gives you a gradient effect, with ever-changing shades. When using dry on dry surfaces, you will get a
good, clear line. You can add more color saturation by pushing harder when making your marks. First, color the shapes on dry paper. Add water, clean the shapes smoothly. This creates a smooth ombre effect in shapes and a mild blur of their edges. After drawing structures on a wet surface, use a narrowed brush to line the lines with water. You will find that the lines become thicker and blurred. This
watery technique is also perfectly designed to add expressive drops of paint. Use two pencils in different shades to fill both halves of paper using smooth lines drawn closely together. Apply colors to mix and mix into a new color. Use different shades for unlimited combinations. Try this wet and dry. First, apply a pencil block of the same color and lightly mooth with a water brush to create a clear wash. Once
it dries, use a different color and layer it over the first side of the block (the original color remains visible on the other side). A stroke where two colors meet to form a third color. Keep adding more colors and watch new translucent colors appear. Each pencil contains a strong pigment core. When you touch a wet brush to the tip of a pencil, it's like using watercoaly paint in its solid form. By adding more or less
paint, you can adjust the lightness or darkness of saturation. Since your lines will be made with a brush rather than a pencil, they will be clear but fuzzy. Using contrasting colors for the greatest effect, cut out small pieces from the tip of the pencils. Throw them on a damp surface to get interesting, small spots and create texture. It's time to start so you get your pencils, paper, brush handle and elastic band,
so it's time to get started. We believe that once you've made a few samples and practiced these techniques, you'll be happy to create good art and experience the magic of watercolour pencils. Watercolor pencils are very similar to colored pencils in that they allow you to have precise control, achieve large details, they are very flexible, portable and inexpensive. The difference between conventional colored
pencils and water-soothing pencils is their leads. Colored pencils lead either wax or oil based, while the watercoction pencil leads have a water-sobing base. When working with watercolour pencils, it is important to remember that the results will not be the same as if you worked with colored pencils. Once you've layered a few colors down and applied water or solvent of some type, you'll notice that the
colors will sometimes be darker, sometimes brighter, or sometimes become a color you haven't tried to achieve at all. So experiment before layering colors to see It's actually the color you want for your project or portrait. Alternatively, try mixing the water area with pencils with other environments such as Prismacolor pencils, Ohuhu Gel paints or Derwent graphite pencils. You will be surprised by the results!
Tips and tricks Apply a watercolacing pencil dry. Roll the paper first to make a bleeding type effect or create soft lines. Try using a variety of tools, such as sponge or toothbrush or shaking watercolor pencil, to create different effects. After your watercolon pencil dries, apply dry layers of aquali pencil for details. Create a glazed watercourse pencil (transparent layers of color above the other) using water or
solvents. Use a colorless blender marker, such as the handle of a colorless Tombow blender, to mix colours. To achieve a thick opaque appearance, put the pencil in water or solvent, such as Turpenoid Natural (this technique tends to quickly eat pencil lead), and then apply it to the surface of the paper. To create parts with watercoction pencils, try using a small brush for wet paint. Try creating graded
laundry, from dark to light with water or solvents. Try the reverse washing technique by moothing the paper and then apply one colour at one end and then the other colour at the other end, watch the colours mix and bleed together. To create a cool effect, try immersing the cotton swab in rubbing alcohol, and then place the wet colored surface of the paper with a cotton swab. To create a sparkly effect, try
applying salt to the wet surface of the paper and let it dry. The best papers I discovered are the following papers working best when combining watercolor pencils with colored pencils: Arches of watercolor paper, Strathmore watercolor pads and an upward Stonehenge drawing paper. The ascendant Stonehenge works best with dry technique, with colorless blender markers, or with minimal water. If you are
using water, be sure to twist the paper to the board to prevent fasteners. All three brands of acid-free paper and Strathmore also has an ATC/ACEO water area the size of a water area. Brands of watercolor pencils the watercolor pencil brand that I work with most are, Derwent watercolor pencils. They're super creamy, like Prismas color pencils, and they have a great selection of colors. They are the fine
quality of a water-sorothing pencil. They are non-toxic with light pigment. They are available in packed tins or open warehouses in most art shops. Also, I like to use Stabilo Aquacolor Aquacolor Pencils to work on the sky and small details. They have drives similar to Prismacolor Verathins, but unfortunately they have been discontinued. However, from time to time they can be found on Ebay. Watercoatic
Pencil Example - Keep creating! Create!
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